
Home-made power sources
C. The solar cell

Used materials:

• 4 copper thin layers of 30X30 sq cm,

• a scissor for cutting the copper layers, 

• a highly pressurized gas bulb, 

• a CD carcass, kitchen salt, water, 

• a big dropper, sandpaper, 

• silicon glue, 8 wires if copper.

Instructions:

        Firstly, one must produce a plate of coppery oxide. One must cut a piece of the copper plate

which is almost the size of the burner. There, one must wash his hands so that there remains no

trace of oil on them. The copper plate must be washed completely with sandpaper or a clearing



substance so that any sulphure or another corrosive are eliminated. There, the cleaned copper

plate must be put on the burner and the latter must be turned on at its full capacity. When it

becomes hot, the copper is covered with a black layer of oxide. This is not the needed oxide, but

it will exfoliate later, surfacing the oxide layer of red, orange or purple coloured copper.

        The plate must quench for half an hour, so that the black layer is thick, because this will

exfoliate faster. After half an hour of quenching, the burner must be turned off. The hot copper

must be left to cool slowly. If one cools it too fast, the black oxide will remain stuck to the

copper. As the copper cools, the plate shrinks. So does the copper oxide. But these shrink at

different periods of time, which determines the black copper oxide to exfoliate. After the copper

has cooled at the temperature of the room, a large part of the black oxide will be separated. A

rub with the hands under the water will remove almost all the small parts. Not all the black

stains are removed by rubbing because the necessary layer of red copper would be destroyed.

        There we clean a corner until the shiny copper can be seen and we glue an isolated copper

wire, for the negative coil. The positive plate is a “U”-shaped piece cut from copper plate, a bit

wider than the plate of copper oxide, with the cut portion of the “U” smaller than the plate of

copper oxide. Another isolated copper wire is glued onto one of the U’s ends.

        The construction begins by sticking the U-shaped plate to the plastic window. A lot of

silicon glue is used for isolation, so that the water that is going to be introduced doesn’t leak.

        It should be noticed that, on the front side, the silicon glue doesn’t cover completely the

copper, because a part of this must get in contact with the salty water.

        The next step is to spread a generous quantity of glue on the clean U-shaped copper plate.

This layer will act like as a block between the clean copper plate and the plate of copper oxide,

and must be thick enough to leave some room for the salty water.

        Carefully, the plate of copper oxide is attacked to this layer of glue. One must press hard

enough, to be sure that the glue makes all the spaces tight, but not too hard, so that the two

plates don’t touch. Then, on the front part, glue is added in order to form a funnel at one end, to

let the salty water be added. We add another layer of glue outside the U, to make sure that the

salty water doesn’t leak. The glue must be left to dry before moving on to the next step.



        There we use a big dropper to add the salty water. The cavity is filled until the top of the

copper plate, so that it’s almost overfilled. There the funnel must be isolated with another

generous quantity of glue and the glue must be left to dry for at least half an hour.

        In the picture in image 4, the electrical solar cell reacting in the bright sun is to be noticed.

She gives off approximately 36 mA of power. One can also observe the quantity of extra glue

around the margins of the plate by filling the end of the funnel. In the picture in image 5, the

ammeter reads about 4 mA of power because it doesn’t receive solar light. Another three solar

cells can be constructed like that. Thus, one connects them serially, in order to obtain more

power and to supply a consumer.

Explanation:

        The copper oxide is a type of material named semi-conductor: between a conductor, which

allows the electricity to pass and an isolator, where the electrons are tightly stuck by their atoms

and cannot pass. In a semi-conductor, there is a space named “band-gap”(the energetic

difference of level) among the electrons which are tightly stuck to the atom and the electrons



which are further from the atom, that can move freely and allow electricity to pass. The

electrons cannot stay inside this space. An electron can’t gain just little energy and move further

from the care of the atom in that space. An electron must gain enough energy to move further

from the nucleus, outside the space. Similarly, an electron outside the space can’t lose just a

little energy and fall just a little closer to the nucleus. It must lose enough energy to get behind

the space, where electrons are allowed. When the solar light hits the electrons in the copper

oxide, some electrons gain enough energy from the solar light to jump behind the space and

ecome free to conduct electricity. The free electrons move in the salty water, then in the copper

plate, in the wire, though the ampermeter and back into the plate of copper oxide. As the

electrons move through the ampermeter, they will do the necessary work to move the indicator

(needle). When a shadow falls on the solar electrical battery, fewer electrons move through the

ampermeter and the indicator goes back down.

Voltmeter indicating a 0.5V potential difference                  Ampermeter indicating 2.5 mA


